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Abstract 25 

This study aimed to explore the effects of age and educational level on recall performance and 26 

organisational strategies used during recall as a function of the level of memory task difficulty. 27 

Younger (n = 55, age range = 20 - 39 years) and older (n = 45, age range = 65 – 75 years) adults 28 

learned a word list where the words were either already semantically grouped (easy) or presented 29 

in pseudo-random order (hard), and then recalled the words. The number of words recalled was 30 

calculated, and an index of clustering was computed to assess organisational strategies. Older 31 

adults recalled less words than the younger ones. Older adults with a higher educational level re-32 

called more words than their counter-parts with a lower educational level when the memory task 33 

was easier, but they all performed similarly on the harder memory task. Moreover, we noted a 34 

strong positive association between educational level and semantic organisation in older adults 35 

when the memory task was easy. Regardless of educational level, older adults used semantic or-36 

ganisation as much as younger adults when the memory task was easy. However, when the 37 

memory task was harder, older adults showed significantly less organisational strategies than 38 

younger adults, the latter using semantic organisation to boost their recall performance. In sum, 39 

the protective effect of educational level seems to be restricted on recall performance, but not or-40 

ganisational strategies, in easy memory tasks providing sufficient external information about the 41 

most efficient mnemonic strategy to use. 42 
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Introduction 45 

One of the main explanations of the age-related decline in episodic memory is that older 46 

adults have difficulties in recalling information and selecting and using efficient strategies at the 47 

encoding and/or retrieval stages of memory tasks (Craik & Rose, 2012; Guerrero-Sastoque et al., 48 

2019; Taconnat et al., 2009, Taconnat et al., 2020). However, individual factors such as level of 49 

education may decrease or slow the age-related decline in memory (e.g., Angel et al., 2010; 50 

Foubert-Samier et al., 2012). The main objective of this study was to explore the effects of age 51 

and of educational level on recall performance and the readiness to use semantic organisation ac-52 

cording to variations in episodic memory task difficulty. 53 

Bousfield (1953) showed that when presented with a randomly-ordered list of words be-54 

longing to several categories, individuals recalled the words by organising them into semantic 55 

categories during a free recall task. These results have since been replicated, revealing that those 56 

who spontaneously use this semantic organisation retrieve more words (Denney, 1974; Puff, 57 

1979). Interestingly, although older adults always show lower recall performance than younger 58 

adults, some studies have reported that older adults do use semantic organisation spontaneously 59 

with a gain in performance, whereas other research has reported deficits regarding the use of this 60 

strategy (e.g., Howard & Kahana, 1999; Taconnat et al., 2009, Taconnat et al., 2020; West & 61 

Thorn, 2001). Although the use of semantic organisation may be spared in older adults (Golomb 62 

et al., 2008), a recent eye-tracking study by Taconnat et al. (2020) showed that older adults at 63 

least try to semantically organise the words during encoding, but fail to use this strategy at recall 64 

as compared to younger adults. In an environmental support model, Craik (1990) posited that 65 

even though older adults fail to efficiently use processes or strategies to assist better memorisa-66 



tion, they can do so when given appropriate directing tasks. This model has been empirically val-67 

idated by several studies showing that giving enough environmental support information during 68 

encoding makes older adults use various memory strategies to improve performance as much as 69 

younger adults (e.g., Dunlosky et al., 2005; Froger et al., 2009; Guerrero-Salstoque et al., 2019; 70 

Naveh-Benjamin et al., 2007; Taconnat et al., 2007). However, it is also unknown whether in-71 

creasing the amount of environmental support during encoding (e.g., presenting the items already 72 

semantically organised) would make older adults use more semantic organisation during recall 73 

with improved subsequent performance.  74 

Critically, older adults show great variability in terms of how ageing is impacting brain 75 

regions and associated behavioural performance decline, with some keeping a high level of cog-76 

nitive functioning as compared to others (Raz et al., 2010). To account for this variability, Stern 77 

(2002) has proposed the cognitive reserve hypothesis referring to the maintenance of high levels 78 

of cognitive performance, despite the natural age-related changes within the brain, by accessing 79 

intact neurocognitive processes or by compensatory processes (see also Stern, 2021). This cogni-80 

tive reserve is modulated by intrinsic factors (e.g., intelligence) and extrinsic factors (e.g., educa-81 

tional level, leisure activities). Of particular interest here, among other socio-demographic fac-82 

tors, higher educational level provides a strong proxy of cognitive reserve (Jefferson et al., 2011; 83 

Josefsson et al., 2012). Indeed, recent meta-analyses have highlighted the protective effect of ed-84 

ucational level on performance on various cognitive measures, including episodic memory (e.g., 85 

Lövdén et al., 2020). Importantly, empirical studies on episodic memory using paired-associates 86 

or cued-recall paradigms have shown that more educated older adults outperform their less edu-87 

cated counterparts (Angel et al., 2010; Guerrero-Sastoque et al., 2021; Shimamura et al., 1995). 88 

Moreover, recent studies showed that educational level is positively associated to self-reported 89 



strategy use and a variety of cognitive strategy use (Frankenmolen et al., 2018; Guerrerro et al., 90 

2021). However, using other material than semantically related words on both item (i.e., hands 91 

performing an action) and associative (i.e., a particular person performing an action) memory 92 

tasks, Peterson et al. (2017) observed similar item/associative memory performance in older 93 

adults regardless of their educational level. This suggests that in order to benefit of a higher level 94 

of education, more explicit incentives given by the task itself (e.g., words semantically related) 95 

may be necessary to successfully recall words and implement strategic processes (e.g., semantic 96 

organisation). 97 

As such, in the present study, the overall objective was to investigate whether educational 98 

level would modulate age-related differences in episodic memory performance in free-recall 99 

tasks with different levels of semantic organisation implementation difficulties. More specifi-100 

cally, we compared how younger and older individuals with various levels of education recalled 101 

and efficiently semantically organised words at recall. Two levels of task difficulty were con-102 

structed: an easier memory task where the words were already organised in semantic clusters 103 

when presented to the participants (organised word-list) and a harder memory task, where the se-104 

mantically-related words were presented in a random fashion (organisable word-list). Overall, 105 

we first predicted classical age-related differences, which should be evidenced by younger adults 106 

recalling more words and showing better organisational processes than older adults. However, 107 

we expected this overall pattern to be attenuated in the easier task as compared harder task. More 108 

importantly, regarding the effect of educational level on recall and semantic organisation, we had 109 

no firm hypotheses given that while some research seems to indicate that more external support 110 

might be needed to benefit from higher educational level (Peterson et al., 2017), other previous 111 

research has reported that when the task demand increases in a working memory task, the benefit 112 



of being highly educated increases as well in older adults (Bherer et al., 2001). As such, we pre-113 

dicted educational level to modulate recall and semantic organisation performance as a function 114 

of the task difficulty, but it was unclear how precisely it would do so. 115 

Methods 116 

Participants 117 

Fifty-five younger adults (age range = 20 years – 39 years, 27 females) and forty-five 118 

older adults (age range = 65 years – 75 years, 29 females; see Table 1 for characteristics) were 119 

recruited. Younger and older adults were matched regarding formal education level, self-reported 120 

health score (measured by using a 5-point scale from 0 (‘‘bad health’’) to 5 (‘‘very good 121 

health’’) and anxiety and depression scores of the HADS (Hospital Anxiety and Depression 122 

Scale; Zigmond & Snaith, 1983). Older adults had better vocabulary performance to the Mill-123 

Hill vocabulary test (Raven, Raven, & Court, 1989) than younger adults. The older adults were 124 

screened with the Mini-Mental State Examination (MMSE; Folstein et al., 1975) and none had a 125 

score inferior to 27 (M = 29.02, SD = .94), reducing the risk of including participants with a risk 126 

of neuro-degenerative diseases.  127 

 128 

Table 1. Participant characteristics in each age group (Mean and Standard Deviation) 129 

 Age Group  

 Younger adults (n=55) Older adults (n=45)  

 M (SD) M (SD) t(98) 

Age (in years) 27.29 (5.87) 69.29 (3.05)  

Educational level (in years) 11.54 (2.06) 11.24 (2.36) .67, p = .503 

Vocabulary (Mill-Hill) 22.69 (4.21) 26.42 (3.79) -4.65, p < .001 



Self-reported health 3.79 (.80) 3.83 (.87) -.25, p = .802 

Anxiety (HADS) 6.71 (2.54) 6.42 (4.14) .40, p = .686 

Depression (HADS) 6.25 (2.50) 6.69 (2.26) -.91, p = .364 

 130 

Ethics approval for this research was obtained from the Local Ethics Committee of the 131 

University of [XXX], and all participants signed consent forms. 132 

 133 

Material and procedure 134 

All participants were individually tested in a quiet room in the laboratory by a trained ex-135 

perimenter. Two free-recall memory tasks were administered. In each task, participants were 136 

shown two 20 word-lists comprising five categories of four words, with each word presented 137 

one-by-one once on a computer screen at a pace of 5 seconds each, and were instructed to learn 138 

these words for a subsequent free-recall task. Critically, for one of the lists the presented words 139 

were already organised into semantic categories (so-called organised word list; easier memory 140 

task) so that four words of the same category were sequentially presented before four other 141 

words from another category and so on. The other memory task, the more difficult task, used the 142 

so-called organisable word list, where words were arranged and presented in pseudo-random or-143 

der so that two words from the same semantic category were never presented sequentially. Im-144 

portantly, in each task, participants were not informed about the possible structuring of lists and 145 

the conditions were counterbalanced across participants and the word lists were counterbalanced 146 

across conditions. The words in each of the ten categories were selected from Marchal & Nicolas 147 

(2003). The categories were matched with respect to word length, and word frequency (Brulex 148 

database: Content et al., 1990). The words were 5 to 8 letters long, with 2 to 3 syllables, and 149 



were all concrete nouns. The presentation was immediately followed by a letter-comparison task 150 

(XO; Salthouse, 1996) for forty-five seconds to avoid any recency effect on the recall task. Then 151 

participants had to recall the words in the order the words came in mind. The number of words 152 

correctly recalled in each task and the Adjusted Ratio Clustering score (ARC) were used as de-153 

pendent variables for these memory tasks. ARC was developed by Roenker et al. (1971), as a 154 

measure of categorical organisation at recall. It ranges from 0 to 1; a score of 0 indicates chance 155 

clustering, and a score of 1 indicates perfect clustering. It is computed using the following for-156 

mula:  157 

𝐴𝑅𝐶 =
𝑅 − 𝐸(𝑅)

𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑅 − 𝐸(𝑅)
 158 

“…where R is the total number of category repetitions, max R is the maximum possible number 159 

of category repetitions, and E(R) is the expected (chance) number of category repetitions” 160 

(Roenker et al., 1971, p. 46).  161 

It adjusts for the differences in total number of items recalled. Thus, ARC scores are rela-162 

tively independent of the recall score, inasmuch as a low score at recall may lead to a high ARC 163 

score, if the few words are recalled in an organised fashion. 164 

 165 

Data analyses 166 

Data analyses were performed using R version 4.0.2 (R Core Team, 2020). We first in-167 

vestigated the effect of age group (younger adults vs. older adults; between-subjects factor), 168 

word list (organised vs. organisable; within-subject factor) and educational level (scaled centered 169 

continuous factor) on the variable recall using a Generalised Linear Mixed Model (GLMM) with 170 

a Gaussian distribution fit with the lme4 package (Bates et al., 2015). We then examined the ef-171 

fects of these factors on semantic organisation using the variable ARC as dependent variable. As 172 



this variable comprises scores from 0 and 1 and included 0 and/or 1, this was not suitable to be 173 

fit using a GLMM with a Binomial distribution. As such, we used a Beta Regression (Ferrari & 174 

Cribari-Neto, 2010)  and to account for 0 and 1 values, we applied the following transformation:  175 

(𝑦 × (𝑛 − 1) + 0.5)

𝑛
 176 

where n is the sample size (Smithson & Verkuilen, 2006) .  177 

This Beta Regression was fit using the betareg package (Cribari-Neto & Zeileis, 2010).  178 

 If education was involved in any interactions, we conducted further investigations using a 179 

similar GLMM and Beta Regression, but with education as a categorical variable (low vs. high). 180 

To do so, we split each age group into two groups with individuals considered as highly educated 181 

when their educational level was above the median (11 years). This resulted into four distinct 182 

groups: lower educated younger adults (N = 31, M = 28.68 years, SD = 6.58 years, age range = 183 

20 years – 39 years), higher educated younger adults (N = 25, M = 25.36 years, SD = 4.25 years, 184 

age range = 22 years – 34 years), lower educated older adults (N = 27, M = 69.93 years, SD = 185 

2.95 years, age range = 65 years – 75 years) and higher educated older adults (N = 18, M = 68.33 186 

years, SD = 3.03 years, age range = 65 years – 75 years). 187 

 Pairwise comparisons were used with Tukey’s adjustments when there were multiplicity 188 

issues using the emmeans package (Lenth, 2020) and the function lstrends from lsmeans package 189 

to deal with continuous factors; estimated marginal means (EMMs) from the models are re-190 

ported. Plots of the results were obtained using the ggplot2 package (Wickham, 2016) and error 191 

bars represent standard errors.  192 

 Finally, we conducted Pearson correlation analyses with the Benjamini and Hochberg 193 

correction (Benjamini & Hochberg, 1995) to account for both false positives and false negatives, 194 

to investigate the relation between recall and ARC within each memory task with educational 195 



level, separately in younger adults and older adults using a correlation matrix with the Hmisc 196 

package (Harrel, 2020).  197 

Results 198 

Recall as a function of age group, word list and education 199 

 On recall, there were main effects of age group, χ2 = 20.11, p < .001, word list, χ2 = 6.08, 200 

p = .014, and educational level, χ2 = 11.27, p < .001. Overall, younger adults recalled more words 201 

than older adults (Myounger adults = 12.5 vs. Molder adults = 11), participants recalled more words when 202 

the word list was organised than organisable (Morganised = 12.1 vs. Morganisable = 11.3), and partici-203 

pants with higher educational level recalled more words than participants with lower educational 204 

level (trend = .257). These effects were qualified by a three-way interaction between age group, 205 

word list and educational level, χ2 = 4.36, p = .036, revealing there was no difference regarding 206 

the educational level trend between the organised and organisable word lists in younger adults 207 

(trend = .167 vs. trend = .245, respectively; p = .660), whereas the trend was significantly higher 208 

for the organised word list than for the organisable word list in older adults (trend = .528 vs. 209 

trend = .086; p = .013; see Figure 1).  Other interactions were not significant, ps > .128. 210 



 211 

Figure 1. Recall as a function of age group (younger vs. older), word list (organised vs. organisa-212 

ble) and educational level (continuous). 213 

  214 

 Given that educational level was involved in a three-way interaction when considered as 215 

a continuous variable, we conducted the same analysis with this variable as categorical. This 216 

analysis yielded similar results with main effects of both age group, χ2 = 20.91, p < .001, word 217 

list, χ2 = 5.99, p = .014, and educational level, χ2 = 7.95, p = .005 as well as a significant three-218 

way interaction between these factors χ2 = 4.18, p = .041. Pairwise comparisons revealed that 219 

when the word list was organised, younger adults with lower educational level recalled more 220 

words than older adults with similar educational level (Myounger adults = 12.6 vs. Molder adults = 10.4; 221 

p < .001), but no such difference was observed between the two age groups for individuals with 222 

higher educational level (Myounger adults = 12.9 vs. Molder adults = 12.8; p = .838; Figure 2). When the 223 

words were organisable, younger adults recalled more than older adults independently of the ed-224 

ucational level (lower educational individuals:  Myounger adults = 11.9 vs. Molder adults = 10.2; higher 225 



educational level:  Myounger adults = 12.7 vs. Molder adults = 10.8; ps < .005). Finally, consistent with 226 

the analysis using educational level as a continuous variable, we reported no difference between 227 

younger adults with lower educational level and with higher educational level when the words 228 

were both organised and organisable, ps < .571. Conversely, when no difference was observed 229 

between educational levels for older adults when the words were organisable, p = .402, older 230 

adults with higher educational level recalled more words than their counter-parts with lower edu-231 

cational level, p < .001. 232 

 233 

Figure 2. Recall as a function of age group (younger adults vs. older adults), word list (organised 234 

vs. organisable) and educational level (lower vs. higher). 235 

 236 

ARC as a function of age group, word list and educational level 237 

 On ARC, there were main effects of age group, χ2 = 19.51, p < .001, word list, χ2 = 34.47, 238 

p < .001, and education, χ2 = 4.23, p = .040. Overall, younger adults showed higher semantic or-239 

ganisation than older adults (Myounger adults = .80 vs. Molder adults = .64), participants better organised 240 



the words when the word list was organised than organisable (Morganised = .82 vs. Morganisable = 241 

.61), and participants with higher educational level slightly better organised the words than par-242 

ticipants with lower educational level (trend = .011). Age group and word list significantly inter-243 

acted, χ2 = 19.66, p < .001, revealing that whereas younger and older adults showed similar se-244 

mantic organisation when the word list was organised (Myounger adults = .82 vs. Molder adults = .82, p = 245 

.919), younger adults showed significantly better organisational processes than older adults when 246 

the word list was organisable (Myounger adults = .77 vs. Molder adults = .45; p < .001; Figure 3). Other 247 

interactions were not significant, ps > .131. 248 

 Given that educational level was not involved in any interactions, we did not conduct fur-249 

ther analyses. 250 

 251 

 252 

Figure 3. ARC as a function of age group (younger vs. older) and word list (organised vs. organ-253 

isable).  254 



 255 

Relation between recall and ARC in organised and organisable word lists, and education in 256 

young and older adults  257 

Results of the correlation analyses for each age group are presented in Table 2. In 258 

younger adults, we observed that ARC was positively associated with recall in the same task. In 259 

older adults, education was positively correlated with both ARC and recall in the organised word 260 

list. Finally, ARCs in the two memory tasks were positively associated for this age group.  261 

 262 

Table 2. Correlations (Pearson’s r) with Benjamini and Hochberg corrections between edu-263 

cation, recall and ARC (words organised and words organisable) per age group 264 

Younger adults (n =55) 

 Recall organised Education ARC organised Recall organisable 

Education .15 -   

ARC organised -.11 .17 -  

Recall organisable .21 .30 .09 - 

ARC organisable .18 .16 -.30 .43 (p = .011)* 

Older adults (n = 45) 

 Recall organised Education ARC organised Recall organisable 

Education .47 (p = .012)* -   

ARC organised .14 .39 (p = .027)* -  

Recall organisable .26 .09 .05 - 

ARC organisable -.003 .08 .42 (p = .022)* .16 

 265 



Discussion 266 

 The present study investigated whether educational level modulated recall performance 267 

and semantic organisation strategy in free-recall tasks with different levels of difficulty in 268 

younger and older adults. 269 

 Firstly, consistent with our overall prediction, we observed globally that older adults re-270 

called less words and organise them less into semantic clusters to boost performance as com-271 

pared to younger adults (e.g., Deney, 1974; Taconnat et al., 2009). Whereas older adults recalled 272 

less words than younger adults in both word lists (no significant age group x word list interac-273 

tion), we reported interesting differences between older and younger adults regarding semantic 274 

organisation as a function of the word list difficulty. Indeed, older adults showed a similar se-275 

mantic organisation index to younger adults in the easier task (organised word list). This finding 276 

is in accord with the environmental support model (Craik, 1990) and with studies showing that 277 

given enough environmental support, older adults use mnemonic strategies as efficiently as 278 

younger adults (e.g., Dunlosky et al., 2005; Froger et al., 2009; Naveh-Benjamin et al., 2007; Ta-279 

connat et al., 2007).  However, organisation did not boost performance in both age groups as 280 

suggested by the lack of correlation between recall and ARC in this easy task. CErreur ! Signet 281 

non défini.onversely, we reported that older adults used this semantic organisational strategy 282 

significantly less than younger adults when the memory task was harder (i.e., organisable word-283 

list). In this condition, only younger adults benefited from using this strategy as evidenced by the 284 

positive association between the ARC score and recall. These results are in line with a wide liter-285 

ature showing that older adults have difficulties to spontaneously implement semantic organisa-286 

tion during recall and that when implemented, the strategies are less efficient for memory than 287 

for younger adults (Denney, 1974; Taconnat et al., 2009, Taconnat et al., 2020), but also other 288 



mnemonic strategies in diverse memory tasks (e.g., Burger et al., 2017). Although we did not test 289 

for any cognitive control abilities, there is growing evidence that one reason why older individ-290 

ual fail to implement semantic organisation in a memory task where the words as organisable but 291 

not organised is due to lower working memory capacities (e.g., Cherry et al., 2021; Kuhlmann & 292 

Touron, 2016). 293 

 Crucially, the present study sheds new light on our understanding of the protective effect 294 

of education in older adults’ episodic memory performance. Our findings support the notion that 295 

educational level is such an extrinsic factor and can serve as a main proxy variable that may 296 

modulate cognitive reserve (Mungas et al., 2021), aligning with Jefferson et al. (2011, 2012), 297 

particularly in episodic memory, again, corresponding with insights from Lövdén et al. (2020), 298 

suggesting that education may permit some individuals have greater resilience in tasks than those 299 

with fewer years of education. Research contrasting between higher and lower educated older in-300 

dividuals has reported that the former group recalled more words than the latter. However, the 301 

memory tasks used in these studies were easier than a free-recall task (e.g., paired-associated and 302 

cued-recall tasks; Angel et al., 2010; Shimamura et al., 1995). In a recent study requiring associ-303 

ative strategy, Peterson et al. (2017) suggested that in order to find a similar pattern (i.e., a pro-304 

tective role of prolonged education) with a difficult memory task such as a free-recall task, it 305 

might be necessary providing explicit instructions to highly educated older adults for them to re-306 

call more words and to employ efficient mnemonic strategies. In line with this, we found that 307 

whereas recall performance did not vary as a function of task difficulty and educational level in 308 

younger adults, the older adults with higher level of education recalled more words than those 309 

with lower level of education when the words were already organised (easier task), even per-310 

forming equivalently to the younger adults. However, no difference was observed as a function 311 



of educational level in the harder memory task in older adults. It is possible that the harder task 312 

was not explicit enough to generate effects. Though it is interesting to note that episodic memory 313 

is reportedly less associated with life-exposure variables such as educational level (Early et al., 314 

2013), whilst Mungas et al. (2021) note this socio-demographic factor to be weakly associated 315 

with baseline episodic memory, and more strongly linked to executive function, and semantic 316 

memory. As we show educational level to modulate the decline in episodic memory for the eas-317 

ier task only, this may go some way in explaining why this research highlights a low association 318 

between educational level and episodic memory. As such, it might be possible that educational 319 

level should be perhaps more associated with semantic memory, as these memories are strongly 320 

encoded in tasks that resemble easy episodic memory tasks more closely than harder episodic 321 

memory tasks.  322 

In agreement with this notion, we also observed that education slightly predicted better 323 

semantic organisation. Correlational analyses in each age group indicated that semantic organisa-324 

tion was positively associated with education only in older adults when the word list was organ-325 

ised. As such, older adults with higher educational level were more likely to use this strategy 326 

when the memory task was easy. Interestingly, for older adults, semantic organisation and recall 327 

were not associated in this memory task, potentially due to the difference between higher edu-328 

cated individuals using more organisation and recalling more words and lower educated individ-329 

uals using less this strategy and recalling less words. This was in sharp contrast with what was 330 

observed for younger adults where the use of semantic organisation was strongly associated with 331 

better recall in the words organisable memory task, meaning that for a difficult task, this strategy 332 

appears efficient in boosting performance. Note that we observed that educational level was 333 

slightly positively associated with recall in the organisable word list condition in younger adults, 334 



but this association failed to turn into a prediction when the analyses were performed in the 335 

whole sample.  336 

Overall, it is possible that despite a high level of education, some effective strategic pro-337 

cesses are not available or not implemented to support the organisational strategy, resulting in an 338 

age-related organisational deficit. This suggests that educational level has a protective effect on 339 

memory in older adults only when the memory task or the memory strategies are supported by 340 

cues or specific instructions. The lack of spontaneous organisational strategy implementation ap-341 

pears in the present study, as well as in Peterson et al.’s (2017), with an associative strategy. 342 

However, previous studies showed that strategy use and educational level were positively related 343 

in older adults (Guerrero-Sastoque et al. 2021; Frankenmolen et al., 2018), but these studies ex-344 

amined self-reported (subjective) strategy use, not direct objective strategy use as in the present 345 

study, and did not compare groups with matched educational level. Therefore, there is a discrep-346 

ancy between the positive effect of educational level on the self-reported strategy use and the 347 

lack of this effect on the use of self-initiated strategies (i.e., when there is no environmental sup-348 

port to guide them) during a memory task.  It is possible that older adults with a high level of ed-349 

ucation, who generally have better memory performance and intellectual resources, have been 350 

accustomed to the point they have the feeling of using memory strategies often, as reported in 351 

questionnaires. However, these divergent results can also be the results of methodological differ-352 

ences such as the use of matched groups in terms of educational level in our study but not in the 353 

other mentioned studies (Guerrero-Sastoque et al., 2021; Frankenmolen et al., 2018).  354 

Our study has nevertheless some limitations that deserve future investigations. First, we 355 

did not measure cognitive control capacities whereas such measures could have also shed lights 356 

on the underlying mechanisms of the implementation of semantic organisation. Indeed, the use 357 



of semantic organisation requires keep both words and semantic categories in memory and even-358 

tually reattribute the remembered words in the appropriate categories in mind. As such, some 359 

studies have reported that older individuals with lower cognitive control (Taconnat et al., 2009), 360 

and more especially working memory capacities (Cherry et al., 2021), organised less information 361 

into semantic clusters. However, when manipulating the format presentation to disentangle spon-362 

taneous and instructed semantic organisation, Kuhlmann and Touron (2016) observed that 363 

whereas instructed semantic organisation was linked to working memory, spontaneous semantic 364 

organisation was linked to metacognition. Therefore, a measure of metacognition and 365 

metamemory would have allowed us to investigate how these beliefs may affect the strategy af-366 

fordability of our task, potentially leading (particularly educated) older adults to engage well in 367 

the easier task, but poorly engage in the harder task. Moreover, individual preferences or experi-368 

ences regarding strategy use could have also played a role. For instance, some individuals might 369 

have grouped the items in terms of familiarity groups (e.g., if in the kitchen there is apples on the 370 

table next to a photograph, the participant might have grouped the items apple, table and face to-371 

gether) and not in terms of semantic groups (e.g., grouping bananas, leeks, apples and so on). As 372 

such, future studies should examine the respective contribution of working memory and meta-373 

cognition when the difficulty of the memory tasks is varied as well as providing explicit 374 

measures of which strategy the participants report to have used to convey a better understanding 375 

of the underlying processes of semantic organisation. Another potential limitation relates to the 376 

use of a short interval between words. Many studies used an interval of presentation between 377 

words comprised between three to five seconds (e.g., Cherry et al., 2008; Kuhlmann & Touron, 378 

2016; Moutoussamy et al., 2022; Taconnat et al., 2009 Uittenhove et al., 2015), and so we 379 



aligned with them by using an interval between words of five seconds. However, one could ar-380 

gue that if a longer interval was used, individuals would have more time to memorise and poten-381 

tially grouping words into semantic clusters. Indeed, there is evidence that giving more time to 382 

participants in a working memory task improves their later episodic memory traces (Souza & 383 

Oberauer, 2017; Mizrak & Oberauer, 2021). As such, we encourage future studies to test whether 384 

giving more time to participants, and especially older adults, would be beneficial for them both 385 

in terms of recall performance but also in the engagement of successful semantic organisation. 386 

Finally, a last limitation of our study relates to the discrepancy in the age range between younger 387 

adults (19 years) and older adults (10 years), which might have impacted our results. Therefore, 388 

we ran further analyses by splitting the younger adults group into two sub-samples with about 389 

the same age range. These analyses revealed no differences between the two sub-samples in 390 

terms of recall and ARC. Moreover, one advantage of having these two sub-samples put to-391 

gether, despite a large age range, was to reduce the difference with the older adults group in 392 

terms of educational level, reducing the likelihood that our results might be confounded by edu-393 

cational level difference between younger and older adults (see Supplemental Material). 394 

 To conclude, the major contribution of the present study is to report that an important so-395 

cio-demographic factor, educational level, has a protective effect on recall performance in a free-396 

recall task in older adults only when this task provides sufficient external information about the 397 

most efficient mnemonic strategy to use as compared to when it does not. Future research should 398 

examine in more detail whether factors other than educational level, such as leisure or physical 399 

activities, confer the same protective effect on memory performance.  400 

 401 
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